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Abstract– In this paper, a free-space optical link (FSOL) 

optimization in the visible light communication (VLC) is 

performed to improve the channel performance for signal 

strength and analysze the effect of signal failures in a 

communication system. The problem of uncertainty in the 

FSOL components for a better signal has prompted this study 

to check for an improved and enhance signal using bit error 

rate (BER) analyzer. The light emitting diode (LED) is used as 

a carrier for transmission of data as the optimization of system 

properties have concluded for limitations and working 

conditions. The noise has been added and removed to ascertain 

the channel behavior which in turn display an acceptable eye 

diagram for an improved signal. The acceptable eye diagram 

shows a better signal in the system. The optimization of FSOL 

will guarantee multi-mobile users of shared signal which will 

improve the signal errors, loss of power, weak signal, signal 

failure, loss of data etc. To fully characterize the FSOL, 

OptiSystem software tool has been used.   

Keywords-Bit error rate (BER), optimization, free space optical 

communication channel (FSOC), LEDs, visible light 

communication (VLC),  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The development of new technology in optics system has 

been extended to research on the quality of signal 

performance in a given channel for visible light 

communication (VLC) systems. A free-space optical link 

(FSOL) optimization in VLC is designed using OptiSystem 

software to improve the channel behavior. A light emitting 

diode (LED) is used as a carrier for transmission of data as 

the optimization of the system properties were performed 

for limitations and working conditions. Noise were added 

and removed to ascertain the channel behavior which in turn 

display an acceptable eye diagram for an improved signal. 

The acceptable eye diagram shows a better signal in the 

system. The optimization of FSOL will guarantee multi-

mobile users of shared signal which will improve signal 

errors, loss of power, weak signal, signal failure, loss of data 

etc. To fully characterize the FSOL, OptiSystem software 

tool was used. OptiSystem is a designed tool to test, plan 

and simulate any optical link model that uses optical 

network such as metropolitan area network (MAN), local 

area network (LAN), small area network (SAN), wide area 

network (WAN) and so on, with a broad spectrum. 

Researchers have modelled the FSO link with other 

communication link presenting a high signal to noise ratio 

average rule with the simplest function in [1]. Researchers 

have studied on the possible way to compensate the signal 

distortion in FSOL by engaging an optical phase 

conjugation in [2]. FOSL characteristics have been 

investigated for its high speed optical interconnection to 

overcome short range interconnection in a given system [3]. 

Researchers have used infrared FSO for outdoor 

communication under weather conditions which provide a 

solution for a wireless communication using a high capacity 

[4]. Researchers have compared two techniques for an 

improved BER performance and recommend one in [5]. The 

researchers have proposed the use of emitting laser to 

transmit signals in an optical femtocell link which records a 

minimum bit error rate within an indoor environment in 

FSOC [6]. Visible light generated by LED is a promising 

candidate with benefits such as small power consumption, 

bandwidth free license channels and so on [7]. The VLC 

applications in the traffic lights [7], smart homes [8], for 

construction of an IR based devices for urban health centers 

[9] and power allocation (PA) techniques for VL-NOMA 

networks using LED as a carrier [10].  

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Free space optical communication (FSOC) transmits data 

through lighting in a communication set-up. Researchers 

have proposed the use of spatial and temporal statistics 

phase features which can be inter-converted for FSOL in 

[11]. Researchers have used high altitude platforms (HAPs) 

for high data rate solution with FSOL in [12]. The study of 

digital coherent combing (DCC) method is to provide high 

sensitivity signals in minimizing the complexity of the 

algorithm used for FSOC [13]. The researchers have study 

the challenges in the FSOL proposing a technique as a 

solution to overcome them in [14]. Researcher have display 

an acceptable eye diagram in four-level pulse amplitude 

modulation (PAM4) analysis with wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM) in FSOL [15]. Researchers have 

studied and evaluate the performance of a special technique 

used to receive signal in FSO transmission in [16]. 

Researchers have studied the FSO system for signalling 

without having channel state information comparing it with 

conventional receiver within the system [17]. Researchers 

have experimented and analysed an analogue coherent 

FSOL for local cloud based radio access system in [18]. The 

adaptive wireless system is been implemented using FSO 

method in [19]. Researchers have proposed the use optical 

wireless communication (OWC) for high traffic, massive 

connectivity with radio frequency technology in the fifth 

generation wireless communication [20]. FSO/RF 

investigates the performance of the amplify and forward 

multi-hop with the characteristics which includes high 

speed, availability in poor weather, longer range, low cost, 

for improved low SNR [21]. OWC can be applied for 

indoor, underwater, space and outdoor communication 

especially for data centers and indoor LAN [22-23], in [24] 

underwater sensing, in [25] space communication, and in 

[26] mobile networks backhaul. For indoor VLC, power is 

consumed for lighting and communication in a transmission 

setting [27]; the amount of power consumed is based on data 

usage which is subject to the driver circuitry. Researchers 

have studied an optimal Lambertain order algorithm in [28]. 

In [29], the researchers studied the AC and DC concept of 

optical power but did not study the illumination distribution 

and power consumption optimization. Optical power with 

data transmission and brightness control is been studied in 
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VLC based on energy efficiency in [30]. OptiSystem 

software is a simulation tool for testing, designing, and 

optimization of optical link using different components and 

equipment to visualize optical transmission for analysis 

[31]. The researcher have proposed the use of RF/VLC and 

FSOC network to overcome the challenges encountered in 

RF systems for online social services  in [32]. The 

advantages of FSOL characteristics in atmospheric 

conditions have improve the iteration optimization which 

minimizes the BER for better performance [33]. The 

OptiSystem can be deployed to simulate different 

applications in the field of telecommunication and beyond. 

We have carefully designed, tested and simulated an FSO 

Link in VLC using OptiSystem software. The author's 

contribution to this paper is summarized as follows:  

• We have successfully modelled a free-space optical link 

using OptiSystem software for an improved signal 

performance which displays an acceptable eye diagram 

using BER analyser. 

• We have used the vertical axis difference to check the 

quantity of noise ratio in the system, displaying the 

problem encountered such as signal error, low power, 

shortage of power, loss of power, weak signal, loss of 

data, loss of signal, signal failure etc.  

 

• The realized eye diagram is as a result of the 

synchronized system model for LED to photodiode 

nodes communication.  

• We have tested an optimize communication link for the 

optical ranges (km) and optical filter at the system.  

• We have added and removed noise from the electronic 

component to ascertain the behaviour of the signal 

performance.  

• Our accepted eye diagram result guarantees multi-

mobile users of shared signals within the area of 

transmission which will improve and enhance the system 

throughput.  

• We have employed the BER analyser to display the 

acceptable eye diagram for the designed system model.  

However, this paper opens more research opportunity and 

doors for researchers for the development and application of 

the OptiSystem software tool for FSO link in VLC networks 

in a scientific way. The rest of the papers are sectionalized 

as follows: Section II discussed the theoretical background. 

Section III, detailed the simulation set-up.  Section IV, 

presents the experimental results. Section V, narrates the 

conclusion. 

 

Fig. 1 A block diagram of a free-space optical link optimization in visible light communication system.   

 

The FSOL comprises of the optical carrier (LED), 

modulator, FSOC link, optical amplifier, optical receiver 

(photodetector), demodulator, low pass filter and BER 

analyzer. The optical carrier (LED) transmits data through 

lightning, the data is modulated, the optical modulator 

device modulate data through a beam of light as the LED 

transmits data through lighting, then passes FSO link. FSO 

link is a wireless means of transmitting data optically in a 

medium. The optical amplifier amplifies the optical data in 

FSO link to be detected fully by photodetector. An optical 

amplifier directly amplify optical signal without converting 

the signal to electrical, which then get detected by optical 

receiver (photodetector). The photodetector sense the data 

through lighting and convert it into current, the received 

signal is demodulated. The demodulator is retrieving the 

original data through a carrier wave electronically allowing 

the low pass Gaussian filter to filter the signal. The low pass 

filter allows the signal to be passing to a lower or higher 

frequency depending on the set device cut-off frequency and 

BER analyzer displays the recovered signals. The BER 

analyzer is a device that calculates the BER which is as a 

function of the energy per bit to noise power spectral density 

ratio displaying the output signal in the form of eye 

diagram. The data signal transmitted has an electrical signal 

in the form of 1’ and 0’s that is the form of a pseudo-

random binary bit sequence and non-return to zero coding 

standards. 

III. SIMULATION SET-UP 

In this section, the designed FSO link in VLC is presented. 

We have optimized the designed communication system 

characteristics at the transmitter side, the FSOL and the 

receiver side to display the acceptable eye diagram. 

1.0864mW LED power was used to transmit data to the 

system, from the pseudo-random bit sequence generator 

1.5Gbits generate the bit rate speed at which the data 

transmits for the accepted opening of the eye diagram. The 

NRZ pulse generator_1 is used for the amplitude, rise time 

and fall time of the eye diagram. Mach-Zehnder modulator 

is used to modulate the incoming bits from the LED; the 

FSO channel is used as a medium of transmission which 

decides the maximum and minimum range (km) to display 

the acceptable eye diagram performance within the system. 

An optical amplifier is used to amplify the weak signal to 

boost the signal strength for continuous transmission to the 

receiver side. An optical DPSK receiver is used to receive 

the signals. The electrical phase demodulator is used to 

demodulate the data received for better performance, low 

pass Gaussian filter is used to filter the demodulated bits 

recovering the original data transmitted.



Fig. 2 The system model of a free-space optical link optimization in visible light communication system. 

    

BER analyzer displays the opening and closing of the eye 

diagram when the system is in operation. The speed at 

which data is been transmitted and recovered is of outmost 

important in this paper as 1.5Gbits/s has been used to 

transmit data and 0.3 milliseconds is used to recover the 

signal by displaying the eye diagram. Noise from the optical 

amplifier and optical detector were added at different 

intervals and remove at a certain range (km) to ascertain the 

closing of the eye diagram, error was observed as the range 

is been increased.  

 

Table 1 optimize parameters used in the free-space optical 

link optimization in visible light communication system   

 

LED input power  1.0864mW 

LED frequency  500.1 THz 

Extinction ratio (LED) 0.9 dB 

Bit rate 0.5bit/s 

Modulation type NRZ 

Rise time 1/(Bit rate) 1 5.0 s 

Fall time 0/(Bit rate)1 5.01 s 

Mach-Zehnder Modulator 

Extinction ratio 

0.1𝑑𝐵 

FSOC channel ranges 0.001km to 0.009km and 

0.01km to 0.05km 

Attenuation      1.2𝑑𝐵 

FSOC Frequency  500.1THz 

Optical amplifier gain 3dB 

Optical DPSK receiver 

wavelength  

600nm 

Gain   3𝑑𝐵 

Responsivity  10 A/W 

Dark current  0.05nA 

Electrical phase 

demodulator frequency  

500.1THz 

Low pass Gaussian filter cut 

off frequency  

0.8 Hz 

Pseudo-Random bit 

sequence generator bit rate 

1.5 Bit rate 

NRZ Pulse generator_1 

amplitude  
10𝑚. 𝑠−1 

   

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental results are retrieving using OptiSystem software 

tool. The parameters such as optical LED power, extinction 

ratio, rise and fall time, bit rate, wavelengths are optimized 

for system performance. For each parameter change, others 

were kept as default illustrated in Table 1. The measurement 

of the eye diagram is evaluated by deducting the double 

values obtained from the optical signal to noise ratio 

(OSNR). The eye diagram is used to indicate the quality of 

signals transmissions. The measurement of the signal is 

taken without noise and later the noise was added to identify 

the influence of the noise on the OSNR and the jitter 

characteristic. The ratio between the eye diagram opening 

reference value and the ratio of the eye diagram closing 

values with the influence of noise was calculated and used 

as an observation. The difference in the ratio of eye diagram 

calculated is seen in the graph for proper interpretation.  



 

 
                                                (a) 

 
                                              (b) 

Fig. 3 Variation on the SNR (in dB) with distance in the 

indoor noise added ranges for (a) optical amplifier (b) 

optical detector.  

 

Fig. 3(a) displays the closing of the eye diagram using the 

BER analyzer, when optical amplifier noise was added at 

the range of 0.01km, 0.03km and 0.05km. This shows the 

gradual closing of the eye diagram as the signal gets 

corrupted by different noise level. At 0.01km different noise 

ratios were added, the vertical axis of the received eye 

diagram was recorded and the different was used for 

analysis. We recorded that at 0.79 𝑑𝐵 a noise of 0.1W/Hz 

was added up-to 0.9W/Hz subsequently. We observed that 

the signal to noise ratio drops or decreases to 0.68 𝑑𝐵. We 

notice that as the noise was added in the system the signal 

strength decreases thereby causing the eye diagram to close 

gradual and signal is lost. The signal to noise ratio drops to 

0.68 𝑑𝐵, this shows that noise is notice in the system but 

there is still a tradeoff of signal. 

At 0.03km noise were added, the vertical axis of the 

received eye diagram was recorded and the different was 

used for analysis. We observe that at 0.4  𝑑𝐵  a noise of 

0.1W/Hz was added up-to 0.9 W/Hz subsequently. We 

recorded that the signal to noise ratio drops or decreases to 

0.27  𝑑𝐵 . We notice that as the noise was added in the 

system the signal strength decreases thereby causing the eye 

diagram to close gradual and signal is lost. The signal to 

noise ratio drops to 0.27 𝑑𝐵, this shows that noise is notice 

more in the system, but there is still a little tradeoff of 

signal. 

At 0.05km noise were added, the vertical axis of the 

received eye diagram was recorded and the different was 

used for analysis. We recorded that at 0.4  𝑑𝐵  a noise of 

0.1W/Hz was added up-to 0.9 W/Hz subsequently. We 

observed that the signal to noise ratio drops or decreases to 

0.4 𝑑𝐵. We notice that as the noise was added in the system 

the signal strength decreases thereby causing the eye 

diagram to close gradual and signal is lost and an error is 

observed as the signal is heavily corrupted by noise. The 

signal to noise ratio drops to 0.02 𝑑𝐵  this shows that noise 

is more in the system, hence signal is lost completely. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 



 
(d) 

 

Fig. 4 The eye diagram using OptiSystem and excel 

software (a) acceptable eye diagram from excel without 

noise, (b) acceptable eye diagram from OptiSystem without 

noise (c) eye diagram with noise from excel (d) eye diagram 

from OptiSystem with noise. 

 

Fig. 3(b) optical detector analysis, noise is added to see the 

behavior of the signal in the system throughput using 

different acceptable eye diagram ranges (distances) from the 

FSOC link. ASE, distribution (Gaussian), thermal and short 

noise were added within the range of 0.001km to 0.009km 

from the optical detector. At 0.001km noise were added, the 

vertical axis of the received eye diagram was recorded and 

the different was used for analysis. We observe that at 0.8 𝑑𝐵  a noise of 3000W/Hz was added up-to 30000 W/Hz 

subsequently. We recorded that the signal to noise ratio 

decreases to 0.36 𝑑𝐵. We notice that as the noise was added 

in the system the signal strength decreases thereby causing 

the eye diagram to close gradual and signal is lost. The 

signal to noise ratio drops to 0.36 𝑑𝐵 this shows that noise is 

notice in the system, but there is still a little tradeoff of the 

signal. 

At 0.005km noise were added, the vertical axis of the 

received eye diagram was recorded and the different was 

used for analysis. We observe that at 017.8 𝑑𝐵 a noise of 

3000W/Hz was added up-to 30000 W/Hz subsequently. We 

recorded that the signal to noise ratio decreases to 0.78𝑑𝐵. 

We notice that as the noise was added in the system the 

signal strength decreases thereby causing the eye diagram to 

close gradual and signal is lost. The signal to noise ratio 

drops to 0.17 𝑑𝐵 this shows that noise is notice more in the 

system, but there is still a little tradeoff of signal.  

At 0.009km noise were added, the vertical axis of the 

received eye diagram was recorded and the different was 

used for analysis. We observe that at 016  𝑑𝐵  a noise of 

3000W/Hz was added up-to 30000 W/Hz subsequently. We 

recorded that the signal to noise ratio decreases to 0.6 𝑑𝐵.  

From our observations in Fig 3(a) (a=0.01km, b=0.3km and 

c=0.5km) graph and (b) (a=0.001km, b=0.005km and 

c=0.009km) graph, the signal to noise decrease as noise is 

increase in the system thereby reducing the effect of good 

signal in the communication set-up. This shows that noise 

introduced in the system can cause damage in the received 

signal and affect the system performance. 

Fig.4 (a) from excel software, displays the eye diagram 

using the BER analyzer data within the range of 0.001km 

which is extended to 0.9 km at the FSO channel range until 

error starts to occur. We have observed that the eye-opening 

is due to the optimization of different component used in the 

system. Above 0.9m error was noticed in the signals, the eye 

starts to close. The BER realize as the system transmits data 

is less than 0.1%. This shows a better performance in our 

system throughput. At (b) display the acceptable eye 

diagram of the signal transmitted from the OptiSystem 

software tool when noise was not added. At (c) from excel 

software, displays the closing of the eye diagram as noises 

were added from the optical detector such as Amplified 

signal emission (ASE) noise, distribution (Gaussian), 

thermal and shot noise using the same range of 0.001km to 

0.9m. This shows that signals can be corrupted or affected 

when noise is added to the system. Errors are observed 

within the channel as the signal is been transmitted thereby 

causing distortion in the system performance. At (d) display 

the eye diagram of the signal transmitted directly from the 

OptiSystem software tool when electronic noise was added. 

We have seen that both OptiSystem software and excel 

software present the same information. Acceptable eye 

diagram are displayed for good signal transmission and 

when noise were added there is signal change which is not 

acceptable.   

 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have discussed the importance of signal strength and  

the effect of signal failures in a communication system 

using OptiSystem software tool. FSOL optimization in VLC 

system is studied for improved system performance using 

OptiSystem software package. The acceptable eye diagram 

is used to detect the improved signal using a BER analyzer. 

The designed component were optimized for performance 

throughput within the sysstem. Noise were added and 

removed in the component for analysis on how the channel 

react to system transmission. The received eye diagram 

vertical axis difference is used to check the quantity of noise 

ratio performance, displaying the problem encountered. The 

accepted eye diagram result guarantees multi-mobile users 

of shared signals within the area of transmission which will 

improve and enhance the system throughput. We have 

observed that as noise was added in the system it affect the 

signal performance, this can be seen when the eye diagram 

starts to close. We notice that the different range (distances) 

at the FSO link can also affect the signal performance in the 

system as they keep on changing. Furthermore, research on 

how to improve, develop and implement this project is 

highly required as it will solve the problem of data 

congestion in the FSO link and upgrades communication 

technology system innovative and close the gap of signal 

failures in network connectivity.  
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Figures

Figure 1

A block diagram of a free-space optical link optimization in visible light communication system.

Figure 2

The system model of a free-space optical link optimization in visible light communication system.



Figure 3

Variation on the SNR (in dB) with distance in the indoor noise added ranges for (a) optical ampli�er (b)
optical detector.



Figure 4

The eye diagram using OptiSystem and excel software (a) acceptable eye diagram from excel without
noise, (b) acceptable eye diagram from OptiSystem without noise (c) eye diagram with noise from excel
(d) eye diagram from OptiSystem with noise.


